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Signature page and Summary Sheet 

                                             Property Location         

Stephen and Ileana Fine       Athens, VT                                                                                                                                                                                                 

13146 Casper Lane       Photo # 144068       

Clermont FL 34711-9323      Biophys region: VT Piedmont 

         SPAN# 018-006-10067 ? 

(this acreage may have changed 

with the sale of the house) 
We certify that our forest land, exclusive of any house site or developed portion, is at least 25 acres in size and is under 

active long-term forest management for the purposes of growing and harvesting repeated forest crops in accordance 

with minimum accepted standards for forest management. These standards include following the practices outlined in 

the booklet: “Acceptable Management Practices for Maintaining Water Quality on Logging Jobs in Vermont” in order 

to control stream siltation and soil erosion. 

 

Landowner signature: 

 

________________________________________________  Date:_______________ 

 

 

________________________________________________  Date:_______________ 

 

Prepared By Robbo Holleran, Forester: 

 

 

_________________________________________________________ March 5, 2022  

 

Approved By:  County Forester 

 

 

____________________________________________________  Date: ______________ 

 

Stand:      Acres: Type:  Treatment:                  Years: 

#1        86           M23C          no treatment               review in       2032 

#2        46           M23B         no treatment               review in       2032 

#3        67           H23B  no treatment               review in       2032 

#4        94           M23AB  Group and individual tree selection                   2032  

#5       110          HM23AB Group and individual tree selection                   2024 

#6       105          HM23B  Group and individual tree selection                   2027 

#7          8           P3AB  clearcut with reserves                          2027 

#8          5.5           beaver ponds and non-productive wetlands 

 

Forested     521.5  map acres  (548.84 on Grand List, minus 25.0 sold with the house) 
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Text Box



 

Stand # 1 M23C 

   

Acres:    86 

Forest Type: Northern Hardwoods-Mixedwoods with hemlock (SAF # 25 variant w/ hem) 

 

Hemlock Red 

maple 

Y&B 

birch 

White 

Pine 

Beech Misc 

HW 

 

50% 12% 10% 10% 8% 10%  

 

QMSD dbh: 10 

Age Class Structure: Uneven aged:   approx. 100+ main canopy  

Site: II variable. Some wet or ledge areas. (Berkshire Tunbridge Lyman complex)  

Stocking: below C line (NRS 132 Mixedwood.  Leak et. al.) 

Basal Area:   AGS: 54 + UGS 13 = Total 67 Residual goal: none set 

Softwood BA: 60%   Access Distance: 0-2400’       

Cruise Data:  (9) 10 factor prism plots.  Data gathered 2/2022 

MOD: 23 Plots indicating “group-cut”:  3 of 9 

Insects/Disease: Beech bark disease, some canker and mortality noted.  

No invasive species were noted.  

 

Description/History:  This forest type is found in the western end of the property, near the entrance 

and beaver ponds. These are generally good soils, but with some wet and ledgy areas.   It is a 

combination of northern hardwoods such as red maple, beech, yellow and black birch, and a 

significant hemlock component (50%), with scattered pine and a few red oaks or sugar maple. 

Stocking is low but the remaining stand is decent quality, with a few premium crop trees and about 

80% AGS.  This stand was heavily cut about 2010, and previously. Small group selection was 

generally used, with variable results. Open patches and skid trails have desired regeneration with 

black and yellow birch, maples, hemlock and a few red oaks. Shaded areas are heavy to beech and 

striped maple.  Terrain is moderate and this is the most accessible portion of the ownership. 

 

Dbh class Total BA AGS BA Target BA 

6-10  36  26      

12-14  12  12      

16+  19  3       

Total  67  54     none set 

 

3 out of 9 plots indicated that regeneration cutting was warranted, with only 23 sq ft noted as 

“MOD”. (Mature, overmature and defective – indicated by diameter, apparent age, and quality 

features such as best log grade poorer than “2 good sides”) With low stocking, this area can be left 

to grow for at least ten years 

 

Objectives:  Mixed saw log products and firewood on an uneven aged basis. 

 

Cutting cycle and diameters or rotation age: Cutting Cycle: 25 year cycle: Target diameters; 18” 

sugar maple, hemlock, pine, red oak.  16” red maple, yellow birch. 12” other species. 

 

Year: none   

 

Prescription:  no treatment is planned for this period. 



Wildlife considerations:  This stand currently provides some food and diverse cover. Previous 

treatment creates structural and species diversity. Eventual group cutting will provide effective new 

browse habitat for wildlife species, and may release some hemlock for cover.  Thinning between 

groups will be an option to consider. This is not mapped as critical deer habitat. 

 

 

 

Stand # 2 M23B 

   

Acres:    46  

Forest Type: Northern Hardwoods with hemlock (SAF # 25 variant w/ hem,) 

 

Hemlock Red 

maple 

Y&B 

birch 

Sugar 

maple 

Beech Red 

oak 

Misc  

46% 18% 10% 8% 5% 5% 8% 

 

QMSD dbh: 10 

Age Class Structure: Uneven aged:   approx. 120+ main canopy  

Site: II variable. Some rocky or ledge areas. (Berkshire Tunbridge Lyman complex)  

Stocking: B line (NRS 132 Mixedwood.  Leak et. al.) 

Basal Area:   AGS: 68 + UGS 30 = Total 98 Residual goal: none set 

Softwood BA: 48%   Access Distance: 2500-5200’       

Cruise Data:  (4) 10 factor prism plots.  Data gathered 2/2022 

MOD: 48 Plots indicating “group-cut”:  2 of 4 

Insects/Disease: Beech bark disease, some canker noted. No invasive species were noted.  

 

Description/History:  This forest type is found in the northwestern corner of the property. These 

are shallow soils, with some ledgy areas.   It is a combination of northern hardwoods such as red 

maple, beech, yellow and black birch, sugar maple, and a fairly significant hemlock component 

(36%), with scattered pine and a few red oaks. Stocking is low but the remaining stand is decent 

quality, with a few premium crop trees and about 70% AGS.  This stand was heavily cut about 

2010, and previously. Small group selection was generally used, with variable results. Open patches 

and skid trails have desired regeneration with black and yellow birch, maples, hemlock and a few 

red oaks. Shaded areas are heavy to beech and striped maple.  Terrain is moderate and this may be 

accessible from the Ledge Road to the north. 

 

Dbh class Total BA AGS BA Target BA 

6-10  32  20      

12-14  28  20      

16+  38  28       

Total  98  68     none set 

 

2 out of 4 plots indicated that regeneration cutting was warranted, with 48 sq ft noted as “MOD”. 

(Mature, overmature and defective – indicated by diameter, apparent age, and quality features such 

as best log grade poorer than “2 good sides”) With low overall stocking and value, this area can be 

left to grow for at least ten years 

 

Objectives:  Mixed saw log products and firewood on an uneven aged basis. 

 



Cutting cycle and diameters or rotation age: Cutting Cycle: 25 year cycle: Target diameters; 18” 

sugar maple, hemlock, pine, red oak.  16” red maple, yellow birch. 12” other species. 

 

Year: none   

 

Prescription:  no treatment is planned for this period. 

 

Wildlife considerations:  This stand currently provides some food and diverse cover. Previous 

treatment creates structural and species diversity. Eventual group cutting will provide effective new 

browse habitat for wildlife species, and may release some hemlock for cover.  Thinning between 

groups will be an option to consider.  

 

 

 

Stand # 3 H23B 

   

Acres:    67  

Forest Type: Northern Hardwoods with hemlock (SAF # 25 variant w/ black birch) 

 

Beech Sugar 

maple 

Y&B 

birch 

Red 

oak 

Red 

maple 

Hemlock Misc  

22% 19% 21% 14% 10% 10% 9% 

 

QMSD dbh: 10 

Age Class Structure: Uneven aged:   approx. 100/40 with other ages  

Site: I-II variable. Some rocky or ledge areas. (Berkshire Tunbridge Lyman complex)  

Stocking: B line (NRS 132  Leak et. al.) 

Basal Area:   AGS: 48 + UGS 25 = Total 73 Residual goal: none set 

Softwood BA: 14%   Access Distance: 400-3500’ w/ Ledge Rd      

Cruise Data:  (8) 10 factor prism plots.  Data gathered 2/2022 

MOD: 34 Plots indicating “group-cut”:  3 of 8 

Insects/Disease: Beech bark disease, some canker and mortality noted. No invasive species were 

noted.  

 

Description/History:  This forest type is found in the northern portion of the property, in the valley 

on the west side of the small drainage brook. These are generally good soils, but with some wet and 

stony areas.   It is a combination of northern hardwoods such as beech, yellow and black birch, 

sugar and red maple, red oak, and a minor hemlock component (10%), with scattered pine and a few 

red spruce. Stocking is low but the remaining stand is variable quality, with a few premium crop 

trees and about 65% AGS.  This stand was heavily cut about 2010, and previously. Small group 

selection was generally used, with variable results. Open patches and skid trails have desired 

regeneration with black and yellow birch, maples, hemlock and a few red oaks. Shaded areas are 

heavy to beech and striped maple.  Terrain is moderate and this is the most accessible portion. 

 

Dbh class Total BA AGS BA Target BA 

6-10  42  24      

12-14  16  14      

16+  15  10       

Total  73  48     none set 

 



3 out of 8 plots indicated that regeneration cutting was warranted, with only 23 sq ft noted as 

“MOD”. (Mature, overmature and defective – indicated by diameter, apparent age, and quality 

features such as best log grade poorer than “2 good sides”) With low stocking, this area can be left 

to grow for at least ten years 

 

Objectives:  Mixed saw log products and firewood on an uneven aged basis. 

 

Cutting cycle and diameters or rotation age: Cutting Cycle: 25 year cycle: Target diameters; 18” 

sugar maple, hemlock, pine, red oak.  16” red maple, yellow birch. 12” other species. 

 

Year: none   

 

Prescription:  no treatment is planned for this period. 

 

Wildlife considerations:  This stand currently provides some food and diverse cover. Previous 

treatment creates structural and species diversity. Eventual group cutting will provide effective new 

browse habitat for wildlife species, and may release some hemlock for cover.   

 

 

Stand # 4 M23B 

   

Acres:    94  

Forest Type: Northern Hardwoods with hemlock (SAF # 25 variant w/ hem) 

 

Hemlock Red 

maple 

Sugar 

maple 

Beech Y&B 

birch 

Red 

oak 

Misc 

47% 20% 8% 7% 7% 5% 6% 

 

 

QMSD dbh: 12 

Age Class Structure: Uneven aged:   approx. 120+ main canopy  

Site: II variable. Some rocky or ledge areas. (Tunbridge Lyman -outcrop complex)  

Stocking: above B line (NRS 132 Mixedwood.  Leak et. al.) 

Basal Area:   AGS: 106 + UGS 20 = Total 126 Residual goal: 80 between groups 

Softwood BA: 47%   Access Distance: 400-3500’ w/ Ledge Rd   

    

Cruise Data:  (6) 10 factor prism plots.  Data gathered 2/2022 

MOD: 37 Plots indicating “group-cut”:  1 of 6 

 

Insects/Disease: Beech bark disease, some canker and mortality noted. No invasive species were 

noted.  

 

Description/History:  This forest type is found in the northeastern corner of the woodlot. These are 

generally shallow and ledgy soils, but with some moderate areas.   It is a combination of northern 

hardwoods such as maples, beech, yellow and black birch, and a significant hemlock component 

(47%), with scattered red oaks, ash and poplar.  The hardwoods are decent quality, with a few 

premium crop trees and about 88% AGS.  This stand was heavily high graded about 1980, with the 

most recent treatment in 2011. Terrain is moderate and ledgy, and will be a limiting factor in any 

operation. Access from the North (Ledge Road) will be helpful. Small group selection was 

generally used, with variable results.   



 

Dbh class Total BA AGS BA Target BA 

6-10  52  42     40 

12-14  35  27     20 

16+  39  37     20  

Total  126  106     80 

 

1 out of 6 plots indicated that regeneration cutting was warranted, with 37 sq ft noted as “MOD”. 

(Mature, overmature and defective – indicated by diameter, apparent age, and quality features such 

as best log grade poorer than “2 good sides”). 

 

Objectives:  Mixed saw log products and firewood on an uneven aged basis. 

 

Cutting cycle and diameters or rotation age: Cutting Cycle: 25 year cycle: Target diameters; 18” 

sugar maple, hemlock, pine, red oak.  16” red maple, yellow birch. 12” other species. 

 

Year: 2032   

 

Prescription:  Use group selection to continue toward uneven-aged management.  Remove trees 

that have met their diameter objective or lower quality trees in order to release better growing stock.  

Concentrate group selection efforts where there is hope for regeneration of desirable species (black 

birch, sugar maple, red oak), and scarify as needed. Group sizes up to 1 acre, no more than 20% of 

the total to be regenerated.  Retain a basal area of around 75 ft. between groups. Retain immature 

AGS hardwoods of hemlock, birches, maples and occasional red oak.  Prescription 6B, NRS 132. 

This is a lower priority than stands 5 and 6.  

 

Wildlife considerations:  This stand currently provides some food and diverse cover.  Group 

cutting will provide effective browse habitat for wildlife species, and may release some hemlock for 

cover.  Thinning between groups will be important to improve overall quality and the vigor of 

remaining trees in this area. This is not mapped as critical deer habitat. 

 

 

 

Stand # 5 HM23AB 

   

Acres:    110  

Forest Type: Northern Hardwoods with hemlock (SAF # 25 variant w/ hem) 

 

Hemlock Red 

maple 

Y&B 

birch 

Beech Sugar 

maple 

Red 

oak 

Misc 

39% 15% 15% 11% 9% 4% 7% 

 

QMSD dbh: 12 

Age Class Structure: Two aged:   approx. 120+/50-60  

Site: II variable. Some rocky or ledge areas. (Berkshire Tunbridge Lyman complex)  

Stocking: between A and B line (NRS 132 Mixedwood.  Leak et. al.) 

Basal Area:   AGS: 91 + UGS 41 = Total 132 Residual goal: 80 between groups 

Softwood BA: 41%   Access Distance: 1000-4500’  w/ Rt 35 access     

Cruise Data:  (12) 10 factor prism plots.  Data gathered 2/2022 

MOD: 65 Plots indicating “group-cut”:  7 of 12 



 

Insects/Disease: Beech bark disease, some canker and birch mortality noted. No invasive species 

were noted.  

 

Description/History:  This forest type is found in the southeastern slopes of the property, behind 

the house formerly owned by Fine. These are generally good soils, but quite variable with some 

steep and ledgy areas and a significant ravine.   It is a combination of northern hardwoods such as 

red and sugar maple, beech, yellow and black birch, and a significant hemlock component (39%), 

with scattered red oaks.  The hardwoods are variable quality, with a few premium crop trees but 

about 70% AGS.  This stand was high graded previously, and some improvement cutting in various 

stages over the recent decades, with light cutting about 2010. Terrain is moderate to steep, and will 

be a limiting factor in any operation, along with an uphill pull if access to Rt 35 is not available.  

Regeneration is poor with shaded conditions.  

 

Dbh class Total BA AGS BA Target BA 

6-10  37  27     35 

12-14  35  22     25 

16+  60  42     20  

Total  132  91     75 

 

7 out of 12 plots indicated that regeneration cutting was warranted, with 65 sq ft noted as “MOD”. 

(Mature, overmature and defective – indicated by diameter, apparent age, and quality features such 

as best log grade poorer than “2 good sides”). This would justify a heavy regeneration cut but we 

are opting for an uneven aged approach with group selection.  

 

Objectives:  Mixed saw log products and firewood on an uneven aged basis. 

 

Cutting cycle and diameters or rotation age: Cutting Cycle: 25 year cycle: Target diameters; 18” 

sugar maple, hemlock, pine, red oak.  16” red maple, yellow birch. 12” other species. 

 

Year: 2024  (highest priority though access may be difficult.) 

 

Prescription:  Use group selection to continue toward uneven-aged management.  Remove trees 

that have met their diameter objective or lower quality trees in order to release better growing stock.  

Concentrate group selection efforts where there is hope for regeneration of desirable species (black 

birch, sugar maple, red oak), and scarify as needed. Group sizes up to 2 acres, with up to 30% of the 

total to be regenerated.  Retain a basal area of around 80 ft. between groups. Retain immature AGS 

hardwoods of hemlock, birches, maples and occasional red oak.  Prescription 6B, NRS 132 

 

Wildlife considerations:  This stand currently provides limited food and diverse cover.  Group 

cutting will provide effective browse habitat for wildlife species, and may release some hemlock for 

cover.  Thinning between groups will be important to improve the vigor of remaining trees in this 

area. This is not mapped as critical deer habitat. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Stand # 6 HM23B 

   

Acres:    105  

Forest Type: Northern Hardwoods with hemlock (SAF # 25 variant w/ hem) 

 

Hemlock Sugar 

maple 

Y&B 

birch 

Red 

maple 

Ash White 

pine 

Misc 

20% 15% 14% 14% 14% 10% 13% 

 

QMSD dbh: 10 

Age Class Structure: Uneven aged:   approx. 80-100 main canopy  

Site: I-II variable. Some rocky or ledge areas. (Berkshire Tunbridge Lyman complex)  

Stocking: just below B line (NRS 132 Mixedwood.  Leak et. al.) 

Basal Area:   AGS: 80 + UGS 24 = Total 104 Residual goal: 75 between groups 

Softwood BA: 32%   Access Distance: 1500-3500’       

Cruise Data:  (10) 10 factor prism plots.  Data gathered 2/2022 

MOD: 47 Plots indicating “group-cut”:  5 of 10 

 

Insects/Disease: Beech bark disease, some canker and ash yellows noted. No invasive species were 

noted.  

  

Description/History:  This forest type is found in the middle-southern portion of the property, 

These are generally better soils, and includes some steep and ledgy areas.  At the north end of the 

area is the main “homestead” with old foundation remains from the farming period in mid-1800’s. It 

is a combination of northern hardwoods such as maples, yellow and black birch, and a fairly 

significant hemlock component (36%). This stand is not as old in the main canopy as most of the 

lot, and the misc category includes post pasture species like white pine, ash, red oaks cherry and 

paper birch.  The hardwoods are decent quality, with a few premium crop trees but about 75% AGS.  

This was high graded about 1980’s, with the most recent treatment about 2011. Terrain is moderate. 

Small group selection was generally used, with variable results.   

 

Dbh class Total BA AGS BA Target BA 

6-10  33  25     30 

12-14  31  26     25 

16+  40  29     15  

Total  104  80     75 

 

5 out of 10 plots indicated that regeneration cutting was warranted, with 47 sq ft noted as “MOD”. 

(Mature, overmature and defective – indicated by diameter, apparent age, and quality features such 

as best log grade poorer than “2 good sides”). 

 

Objectives:  Mixed saw log products and firewood on an uneven aged basis. 

 

Cutting cycle and diameters or rotation age: Cutting Cycle: 25 year cycle: Target diameters; 18” 

sugar maple, hemlock, pine, red oak.  16” red maple, yellow birch. 12” other species. 

 

Year: 2027  lower priority 

 

 



Prescription:  Use group selection to continue toward uneven-aged management.  Remove trees 

that have met their diameter objective or lower quality trees in order to release better growing stock.  

Concentrate group selection efforts where there is hope for regeneration of desirable species (black 

birch, sugar maple, red oak), and scarify as needed. Group sizes up to 2 acre, no more than 25% of 

the total to be regenerated.  Retain a basal area of around 75 ft. between groups. Retain immature 

AGS hardwoods of hemlock, birches, maples and occasional red oak.  Prescription 6B, NRS 132 

 

Wildlife considerations:  This stand currently provides some food and diverse cover.  Group 

cutting will provide effective browse habitat for wildlife species, and may release some hemlock for 

cover.  Thinning between groups will be important to improve the vigor of remaining trees in this 

area. This is not mapped as critical deer habitat. 

 

 

 

Stand #7  P3AB 

 

Acres: 8     

Forest Type: Eastern White Pine (SAF# 21)  

 

White 

Pine 

Red 

Maple 

Misc 

HW 

    

81% 12% 7%     

 

Ave. dbh: 14 

Age: Main canopy about 80 

Site: 1; (Berkshire Tunbridge complex) 

Stocking: above managed B-Line (NA-TP-01-99 and NE- 41) 

Basal Area: AGS: 95 + UGS 65 = Total 160    Residual goal: 10 

Softwood BA: 81%   

Access Distance:  ~2500’       

Cruise Data:  2 10 factor prism plots.  Data gathered 2/2022  

Insects/Disease:  White pine weevil, poor form, large limbs.  Poor quality pasture pine. No invasive 

species were noted.  

 

 

Description/History:  This area is a white pine stand which is made up of trees in the medium 

sawtimber range of mostly poor quality.  This stand has had no recent treatment though it may have 

been treated in the 80’s. The stocking is good, however the quality pine desired by the market is 

well below the C-level, and the site is too rich to expect pine regeneration.  This area is located on 

the southwestern corner.  Regeneration is poor with mostly beech and striped maple; though some 

commercial hardwood regen is present. Some cherry, maple and black birch remain in the 

overstory.  Access and operability are fair although it is a moderate uphill pull. 

 

Objectives:  Mixed sawlog products, convert to hardwoods an even-aged basis. 

    

Cutting cycle and diameters or rotation age: 80 year rotation 

  

Year: 2027 (operate with stand 6) 

  



Prescription:  Prescription N/P (NE-41) Convert to hardwood management by clearcut. Though the 

guide suggests a shelterwood treatment, with advanced regen of beech and stiped maple, clearcut 

and scarification will give the best chance of success for desired hardwood regeneration Harvest 

this stand to about 10 ft2 on the next entry, leaving acceptable hardwoods. Remove almost all pines.  

Defer the remaining overstory removal for 30+ years.    

 

Wildlife considerations:  This small clearcut will benefit deer, turkeys, grouse and songbirds. This 

is not mapped as critical deer habitat. 

 

 

Area #8 

 

5.5 acres 

non productive ‘site 4’ 

Beaver ponds and associated wetlands. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                        Property of 

Fine, Stephen and Ileana 

Athens, VT. 

Forest Type Map 
    

This is not a boundary survey and is intended for forest and 

wildlife management purposes only.  Information is taken 

from Vermont Orthographic photo 144068, USGS topo 

maps, old forest plan and ground monumentation. Field 

checks were done by Robbo Holleran, Forester, by compass 

and GPS. Preparation and Drafting by Robbo Holleran, 

March 2011. 

 

     Legend: 
      Property Line 

      Road 

      Trail 

      Stream 

      Stone wall 

      Stand Boundary 

      Ortho Grid  

   

         Scale  1:5000      

              1" = 417'      

 

 
SPAN# 018-006-10132 

Acreage chart: 

Total Acres on Grand List  523.84 

Actual excluded acres      0     

Acres enrolled in UVA  523.84 

UVA acres on photo  521.5 

Factor to prorate map acres         1.004  

 

Area: Map acres:    Prorated:   

#1  M23C    86 ac. 86.38 ac. 

#2  M23B                  46 46.21 

#3  H23B    67 67.30 

#4  M23B    94 94.42 

#5  HM23AB  110 110.49 

#6  HM23B  105 105.47 

#7  P3AB     8 8.035 

productive forest            516              518.31 ac.     

 

Non-prod pond and wetland    5.5       5.25               

 

Total  UVA                     521.5            523.84  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Robbo Holleran  

Forester 
211 Green Mountain Tpk., Chester VT 05143   (802) 875-3021 Phone, 875-2337 Fax  

Providing a complete forest management service since 1982 

INVOICE 

To: Stephen and Ileana Fine       Athens, VT                                                                                                                                                                                                 

13146 Casper Lane       525 acres  

Clermont FL 34711-9323 

 

 

Re:  Services provided through March 3, 2022 

                                                                

TOTAL DUE: $4000 job price 

 

 

Service Record: 

DATE     HRS      MI       QTS   DESCRIPTION 
Feb-March 

2022    Cruise and evaluate Athens Woodlot 

    Update UVA forest plan 

     

     

 

Total Hours:    @ $70  =$ 

Total Miles:    @$0.55 =         

Total Quarts:   @ $4 =   

Total    4000 job price 

  

 

Steve,  

Thank you for the opportunity to perform this work. I had a brief conversation with Gus and 

perhaps will get to work for him. The plan is a simple approach with nothing controversial.  

Best regards,  

 

Robbo 

 


